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Abstract
fr eezing precipitation has ex tremely high incidence in parts of Attanuc Can ada.and
th is condition is e xpect ed to severely red uce the energy out put from aerc gcnerators.
Th is projec t was aimed at t he evalu atio n of elfecu of Ireeeing precipitat ion condi-
tions on the output of wind turbine generators. Major schie vemeet s have included
the simula tion of freezinS fai n events. in p.vt icu lAf, glaze icing in a. cold room And
in field appl ications; tes ting of a NASA LS(1).0417 wing sectio n in the wind tunnel
under simulat ed icing conditi ons; and theoretical evaluati on of performance degt il.'
da t ion by icing on blades for two horizonta l axis wind tur bines, IhM is, a 2.5 III
d ia meter wind tur bine And a Cartcr ·23 wind turbine. by ll ~ing lifting-line lhrory.
An experiment to model t he form of ice accumulat ion on ...horizontal axis rotor
was done in a cold room. Ice profiles on the blade sect ions were recorded. Wind
t unnel t~ts Cor an airfoil used typically fot wind t urbine blad es were done wit h
various simulated glaze and rime ice accretions attached te the leading edge of the
airfoil. Li£t and d rag coefficient dat a were obtained for angles of atlac k from - 6· to
90°. A t heoretical met hod wu used for estimat ion of de gradat ion of aerodynamic
performance of hcriecntal &Xis wind t urbines in icing con ditions. The theory used
was based on mar ine-p ropeller lifting line theory t hat had been adapted for wind
t urbine use. Th is made use of airfoil section da ta obtai ned from wind t un nel tests.
A simulated icinltest on a full scale horizonta l axi.• wind tu rbine was performed
at the Atlant ic Wind Test Sit e.
T he cold room icing test gave a better understanding of t he blunt shaped glaze
ice accretion on the leading edge of blade sections where the wind speed was rela -
tiv ely high. T he theo retica l estimat ions showed that icing eve nts , associated with
ambient temperat ures close to freezing point and high liquid wate r content in the
air, could destroy the performance of wind turbines completely. The wind tu rbine
field teet showed that a progressive power reduction occurred dur ing a simulated
freczing event and a complete loss of power from the wind turbin e gene rator was
encountered after a short time period of freezing precipitati on. The wind tunnel
tests for the airfoil with simulated ice accretions on the leading edge revealed that
increase of drag coefficient and decrease of lift coefficient on the iced blade sections
of a wind turbine were the main reasons that caused the power output from a wind
tu rbine Ladrop.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
As a form of renewab le energy, wind energy o ffers ma ny environmental. economi c
and social benefits. The modern wind power indust ry Wi\.!I born in th e chaos of
the world e nergy crisis of t he 1970's, though wind haa been generati ng power for
centuries. Among the developed countries, t he United Slates of America is in th e
lea ding pos it ion in ut ilization of wind energy; wind ge nerates close to 2 TcrAWalt
hou rs per year in Calif ornia , which is 85% of generated wind power in the world.
European countries, where wind power technolou originat ed. have made treme n-
dou s progress in developing Dew wind energy technology in recent years . Canada..
which is well known for its rich natural resou rces, is aware of the impo rtance of
exploring suc h kinds of renewable ener~ technolou in order lo conserve nat ural
energy resour ces.
The world energy crises and global warming impact the whole world . More a.nd
more count ries have been making wind energy into utilit y-grade power by improving
the efficiency of wind conversion systems an d reducing wind energy generation
cost per kilowatt-hour . Increasing application! of wind turbines occur not only
in regions where the wind resource is plenty, but also in cold regions where icing
events during winte r are prevalent . T he work ing properties of wind turbines ca n
be altered subst a ntially under atm ospheric icing conditions [1,2,31. This has been
emphasized by t he present research (4,5,6,7],
Freezing rain, which is one of the main types of icing event in parts of Canada ,
can reduce tota l energy outpu t from a wind turbine and therefore increase the cost
of utility power generat ion due to ice accretion on t he rotors . Rotor icing can result
in serious degradation of aerodynamic performance of a win d turbine by altering
the geometry of blade sect ionsand thus, changing the properti es o( flowfield around
each blade sect ion. From stati stics for the period of 1967·76 [Sj, it has been shown
that par ts of Atlan tic, Arct ic, sub-Arct ic and Coastal regions of Canada have a
high incidence of freezing rain and freezing drizzle events d uring winter, and these
conditions result in potential annual energy losses from wind conversion systems
t hat are operating in cold regions (8],
Typically, the re exist two classes of ice accretion on wind turbine blades [1,2];
t hese are known as glaze and rime ice, as shown in figures 1.1 and 1.2. The icing
formation on a rotor isgoverned by the temperatu re of the water drople ts, their size,
the liquid water content (LWC)of the air , as wellas the rate at which they st rike a
surface. Rime ice results from a lower air and drop let temperature and low liquid
water content in the air. Highly supercooled water droplets freeze im mediat ely on
impinging on a bl ade leadi ng to higher porosity deposits and hence lower densi ty of
the ice. T hey form a soft mi lky covering of streamlined sha pe [1,2]. Glaze ice forms
at temperatures just below freezing point in air with a high liquid water content ,
larger diam eter of the water droplets as well as high relative impact speed. Under
glaze icing conditions, drop lets do not freeze immed iately on impingement, due to
lower supercooling, but run first along the surface some distance [1,2], as illustrated
in figure 1.3. In t he case of glaze icing or wet icing, tbe eercdynemi c pressure plays
an im portant role in forming the ice profile aro und t he leading edge of a blade,
Near the sta gnation point, t he droplets are (ar ced t.omove along the surface of the
blade away from the st agnation point or line, du e to the high pressuregradient near
the leading edge. The result is a deposit ofhigher densi ty transparent ice with two
protrusions which are ronsidered to degrade overall performance or a wind turbine
much more significantly than rime ice deposits.
A seriesof experimental and theore t ical studies weredone to show the severityof
blade icingon horizontal axis wind turbines. Based on a lifting-line theory [9,10,111,
a numerical method was adapted to predict the degrada tion of aerodynamic per-
formance for horizont al axis wind turbines due to ice accretion. This theory was
developed for marine screw propellers and was adapted for wind turbine usc by
Small and Bose [12,13] and Bose (14J, and furt her modified for wind tu rbines with
an iced rotor . The per formance calculatio n was done by using lifting-line theory to-
gether with experimental data of lift and drag coefficient s (or the blade sect ionover
a wide range or angles of attack. These data. were provided by wind tunnel tests
fer wing sectio ns with several simulat ed ice shapes formed under glaze and rime
icing done und er this study and also documented by Wilder /l5] and Bragg [16].
Tbe computa t ional results showed tha t typica l glaze icing conditions completely
dest royed the aerodynamic performance of a Carter·23 wind turbine and a small
wind turbine with 2.5 m diameter rotor over t ip speed ratios from 0.5 to 12. The
results also showed th at rime ice had less effect on the overall performance when
compared wit h glaze ice; power reductio n by rime icing was 30% for the Carter·23
wind turbine and 49% for the 2.5 m diameter wind turbine.
W ind turbine model icin6 tests were doneunde r typical freezing rain conditions
which weresimula ted inside a.cold room at Memoria.lUniversity of Newfoundland .
The ice profiles a round the rotor blades were documented for later wind tunnel
tests. Full scale wind turbine icing field tests were conducted at the Atlantic Wind
Test Site in Prince Edward Island, Canada. Full sca le wind turbine test results
showed l hal freezing precipi tation on the rotor reduced the output of the wind
t urbine by 100% shortly aft er the freezing even t and could make the wholesystem
go out of balance due to the extra loads exerted on the rotor by ice accretion.
Although icing is a crit ical problem for a wind conversion system operati ng in
the cold regions d uring winter, insufficient attention has been paid to it in the
pest. T he purpose of this project was to let experts and planners, who are in-
volved in the utilizat ion of renewableenergy, be aware of the severity of the wind
turbine icing problem and also to obtain a methodology to predict precisely and
complete ly the performance degradation of horizontal axis wind turbines from ic-
ing. Recommendatio ns were also made for possible later studies of wind turbine
de-Icing technology.
\ 1' Glaze ice forma tion .Figure ..
Rime ice formation.Figure 1.2:
Mechanism of glaze ice formalio n.F'igure I.3 :
Chapter 2
Ice Accretion Process on a Rotor
When water drople ts imping e on th e surface of blades, they begin to spread , are
nucl eated and then begin to freeze. During t hat process, they may coalesce with
ot her drop lets which arc on ly part ia lly froze n ; splash ing also occurs if t he dro plets
are sufficient ly lu ge [111.
2 .1 T ypes of A tmospheric Icing
Icing from a t mospheric sources can f ('Sull from contac t with supercoo led clouds or
tog d roplet s . from freezins pr ecipitation or we t SIlOW'. Each of th~ lypea of k ing il
associ ated w ith part ieulu meuor olog ial conditions and C&I1 result in typical Lypc!!
and accumulations of iceon a wind t urbine ro tor.
Freezing pm:ipi tation res ults when liqu id precip it ation Catlin! from wa.rm ai,
a.loft is cooled below the free2ing point a.sit falls thro ugh a. layer of co ld Airnea rer
the earth' , su rface; this ca n be in t he form of free2 i n~ rai n or Ireeain g drizz le.
Freezing ra in is defin ed a.! having d rops of more t han O.S rom in dia meter and
ra te s that ran ge from lese t han 2.5 mm pe r hour t o grea te r than 7.6 mm per
hou r. Freezing drizz le ie usually defin ed as fair ly un iform precipit at ion composed
exclusively of fined r ops of wa ter of dia meter less than 0.5 mm. The r ate of d ri7."le
fallingrange frum less than 0.3m m per ho ur togreate r tha n 0,8 mm per hou r fl81.
T hus accumulatiom of ice from freezing rain would be great er than from freezing
d rizzle. Both event s are usually associated with glaze ice accretion .
Cloud and fog drople ts can exi st in a liquid st ate at t emperatures well below
freezing point. When these droplets come into contac t with an object , they freeze
on impact , forming rime ice. Due to the lower liqu id wate r content of the a ir, this
type of icinggene rally does not pose a problem for a wind turbine except when it
occurs in associatio n with high winds in whichlarg e amounts of wat er are brought
into contact with the object , ice build up is then considera ble.
Wet snow, that is blown agains t an ob ject, m ay stick and change to ice with
lower density tha n that for med from freezing rain {181, These different atmospheric
icing conditions change the behav iour of the wind turbine in different ways. The
icingeffects on win d turbines mainly associated with freezing raineven ts will bedis-
cussed in the following chap ters. Th is type oficing event causes glaze ice accretion
on a wind turbine 's rotor .
2 .2 Nucleation of Water Droplets
Th e formation of an ice crystal from a water drople t within a homogeneous Buid
demands the expend iture of a certa in quantity of energy ill cre at ion of a solid
su rface. Therefore, the tota l quant ity of work required to form a stable crystal
nucleus is equal to the work required to form the surfac e and the bulk of the
particle, which is usually called free energy, According t o Michel [19]. t he free
energy dG. in t he homoge neous fluid required to form a sp herical particle is given
by
(2.11
an d the rate of nucleatio n o f water droplets is
(2 .2)
wh ere e., is the surface ene rgy of t he crysta l in contac t with the liqui d in m.J/m~;
0; is the solid-liq uid equili b rium te m perature in Ke lvin; UO is the su percooling or
the liquid in Kelvin ; L is th e latent heat in kJ /kg; k is the Boltzmann gas constant;
and A is a. consta nt . In re a lity, the fluid is heterogeneous. For th e same cr itical
free energy required for nucl eation and {or a similar crysta l form, t he amount of
supercooling for homogeneous nuc leation, AOo• will then be reduced [1!l1 and the
va lue of supercooling for heterogeneo us fluid .M" becomes
t1(J =~nJ I -C03"Y
, '. 2 • (2.:I)
where 1 is usually taken as the angl e of contact bet ween the ice and the nudeating
material. At the limi t, when the nucleation is initi ated with an ice crystal, '1 "" 0
and then t he supe rcooling required for nucleation, IiO~ = O. This is expected
bec ause no superco oling is required to grow ice from any existing ice nucleus. It
is usually considered that usual in organic nucleation in static conditions has a
temperature threshold of ab out - 3.S'e while, (or ordinary t ap water an ave rage
nucl eating t emperature is fou nd to be - 2.,5' C [19J. Frr:1'! eq uation 2.2, the ra te of
water drople t nucle ation inc reases with the increase of degree of a wat er dro plet'
sup ercooling, !:J.(), a nd there fore, det er mines the icing processon wind t urbine blades
tha t willbe discussed in th e next sect ions.
2.3 Water Droplet Impingement
When water d roplets are moving toward the blades, thei r momentum affects the
way in which they impi nge on th e blades; the bigger the droplets the higher the
possibility that the droplet will impinge on the blade surface. The behaviour of the
wate r droplets on impingement at the leading edge of the blade can be considered
to be similar to movement tow ards a.n object with a cylindrical front ed ge with
local radius, r . The rat e or the water droplet's captu re varies along the su rface of
the b la de at di fferent locations . A detailed math ematical descript ion was pre sented
by Loxowski [201. T he analysis begins by conside ring each drop let cat ego ry, its
Reynolds number, Re, and its Langmuir inertia parameter, K,
Re= DUp.,
,. (2.4)
(2.5)
where P. and p", are the densi t y of the air and water, /J. is the viscosity of the
airstr ea m De is the diameter of cylinder, D is t he diameter of wat er droplet and U
is the freestream velocity, and a modified inertia parameter,
(2.6)
With the use of Ko, values of the stagnation line collision efficiency, th e total
collectio n efficiency, E, on the profile and the maximum impingement angle, 6...,
along t he cylindrical surface can be deri ved [2OJ .
Figure 2.1 shows the relation ship bet ween the tota l collection efficiency E and
the Lan gmuir inertia parameter K for a cylindr ical surface wit h radius Redoc-
umented from Mortimer IiJ, where 41 is a Langmuir and Blodgett impingement
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parameter defined as
41 = 18p~V~ .
/14P",
(2.7)
The collectio n efficiency, E, in figure 2 .1, is governed greatl y by t he droplet Sil l' ,
the ra dius of the cylinde r or t he leading edge of the blade. Th e b igger th e water
drop le ts and the smaller the rad ius of t he lead ing edge. the more water droplets
impinge or a re captu red on t he blade. T his is due to increasing Langmui r inertia
parameter, K , and reducing La ngmuir and Blodgett impingeme nt param eter. ~ .
Resu lta nt wind speed, V, can affect the collection efficiency, E. in a negative way
by lncreeslng , 41.
2.4 Critical Liquid Water Content
If wa t er is to freeze, the lat e n t heat of fusion must be released and 11 M to be
removed . In most situat ions the rete of freezing is limit ed by the rale at which t he
heat ca n be dissipated to the e nvi ronment. The steady-s tate heal balance equation
that is assume d to describe t he t hermod ynamics of accret ion may be written as [21)
where
q< is the convective heat loss between t he accretio n and the airstream by eonduc-
tion and convect ion;
q. is the evapora tive heat flux ;
q~ is the heat flux due to aerod ynamic heating ;
qK is the heat flux due to t he convers ion of droplet kinetic ene rgy into heat;
q, is the lat ent heat nux to t he accretion due to freezing of some, or a ll, of the
direc tly impinging wate r;
11
q", is the heat flux between the dir eet:y impinging water and the und erlying ac.
c retion;
q, is t he heal flux belween the accretion and the underlying surface;
q. is the radiat ive heat flux betwee n the accretion and the airstream ;
,/",' and q( are similar to q...and q, but are for unfrozen water.
All of the heat fluxes q are assumed to be positive if they add heat to th e accre t ion,
and negative in the opposite case. T he terms of rilciat ion and interna l condu ct ion,
q. and q; are usually small and can be ignored compared with other terms. The
he at /lux or heat convect ion q. is given by
q, =h(l. -'.), (2.9)
where f ; and I. are respect ivelythe freestream air temperature and the steady-st ate
accretion surface temperatu re. Th e quant ity h is t he heat tran sfer coefficient and
ca n he wri tten in terms of the Nusse lt num ber N~ .
h _ k~Nu
- D, ' (2.10)
where k~ is the thermal conductivity of t he airstream. Th e value of the Nusselt
nu mber , Nu, can be found by considering the specific geometry of the body [20]
and may be writ ten approximately, for a smooth surface, as
(2.11)
an d for a rough cylinder as
N.(O)= M" {2,4 +1.2, ;n[3.6(0 - O.440)1l. (2 .12)
In addition to the heat convection, th ere is a transfer of latent heat due to the evap-
orati on or sublimation of water vapou r from the surface. According to Reynolds'
12
analogy [201, th is term can by wr itten as
(2.1:1)
where P,and Soare the Prandt l and Schmidt number; e is the rat io of the molecular
weight of water vapour to dry air ; p is the stat ic pressure in the free st ream; cp i911w
specific heat capacity at consta nt pressure for dry air; Ca and e. are the saturation
vapour pressure of moist air at to and t. ; and I" is the laten t heat of evaporat ion. If
the accretion is dry, th a.t is, la < O·C. the latent heat of su blimation might be more
approp riate, a lthough even in this case, a filmof water may exist on the accretion
surface for the finite time requi red for the impinging water to freeze com pletely.
The aerodynam ic heat ing term is given by
(2.1-1)
where "e is the local recovery factor on the cylinder given by
r c =0.75 +0.25cos28. (2.15)
This latter expre ssion is based on the work of Seban [22] and takes into account
the ad iabatic heating arising from com pression of the a ir which is decelerated in
passing around thecylinder. as well as frictional heating within the boundar y layer.
which should be considered when rotat ional speed of wind turbine 's rotor and the
air speed are high. The kinetic e nergy flux of the droplets q. is given approximately
by
(2.16)
where R,., is droplet mass flux. The droplets are impinging at t he lrcesrream air
speed, and all of their kinetic energy is converted to heat . The latent heat flux due
13
to the impinging wate r is
(2.17)
where I/o is the latent heat of freezi ~g at the tem perat ure of t•. The heat flux
between the accretion and imp inging droplets is tha t required to warm the drop let
from the free airstream temperat ure, t.., to the steady state surface temperatu re of
the deposit , t. , that is,
(2.18)
where c'" is the average specific heat of water between the temperat ures of t .. and t ••
The same algorithm can he appl ied to q",. and q( for unfrozen or run back water
in which R", is the run back water mass flux and t.. is the incoming temperature of
the run back water .
Th e crit ical value of the liquid water content LWe. in t he air, below which
all water drop lets freeze on impi ngemen t, can be obtained by considering the heat
balance in equation 2.8 and sett ing the surface temperature, tIl ju st at the melting
point ,
(2.19)
in which components of ru n back water are neglected. As the deposit temperature
cannot exceed Goe, the re is, for given ambient temperature, air speed and droplet
size, a crit ical liquid water content LWe. at which all of the accreted droplets
may be just frozen . If the LWe is lower than the critical value all of the drop lets
freeze and the deposi t temperature is below Goe. This is usual ly associated with
rime ice growt h or dr y growth . If the liquid water conte nt is above t he crit ical
value, the result of heat ba lance betwee n the air and su rface of ice accreti on is that
the temperature or the ice accretion is equa l to the melting point and the re maybe
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11.portion of unfrozen water on the surface of the accretion moving around blade
surface. This extra portion of water will be driven by the externa l forces, such as
the aerodynamic force around blade section, and causes a formation of glaze icc
with blunt shapes on the blade surface. One can also assume lha!. the liquid water
content is kept at a. certain value and let the ambient temperature change. There
should be a critical ambient temperature tc existing at which the water droplets
impinging on the bledee arc just frozen. Abo some special icing events occur, in
which glaze ice st ill exists at lower ambient tempera ture due to very high liquid
water content in the air.
Experimenta l results show that higher liquid water content in the air anti higher
ambient temperature will cause the original blade sect ion profile to be distorted
considerably due to the large pori,ion of unfrozen water running on the surface of
the ice accretion. Figure 1.3 shows the mechanism of glaze ice formation.
2.5 Rate of Ice Accretion
The rate of ice accret ion on the blades depends mainly on the at mospheric con-
ditions: the liquid water content in the air; ambient temperatur e; droplet' s size;
relative air speed to the blade; and the geometric size of the blade. For 11.blade
with. radius, R, or the cylindrical leading edge, the rate of the ice accretion, R
,I ,
wasexpressed by Mortimer [1], as
RR = 3600V x LWC x E (2.20)
and this is illustr ated in figure 2.2.
The rate or accretion is st rongly governed by the droplet's size and liquid water
content in the air in positive ways. The higher the liquid water content the higher
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the possibility for the blade to capture t he water d roplets. Also, droplets will
deviate, due to th eir momentum, from th e curvat ure of the st reamlines in t he
vicinity of the le&dins edge: the larger the droplet size, the higher their momentu m
and t he more droplets hit the blade . Higher sensitivity of ki nS growth rate occu rs
when wate r droplet size is sma.l .u sbown in figuM 2.2. Liquid water content in the
air is also critical for icing rate; higber sensitivity to LWC occurs when droplet size
is less t han 20pm . The radiul of the lead ing edge of the blade and the result ant
relative wind velocity both affect the collection efficiency, E, in a negative way.
Increasing wind speed causes an increase in rate of water droplet impingement on
the blade and hence rate of accretion.
However, t he rate of ice accret ion referred to above is true only if it satisfies the
icing nucleatio n condit ions discussed in secti on 2.4. If the water drople ts capt ured
by the blades can not freeze within a certain time , the ::.::roJynamic force, centr ipetal
force and even gra vity force will cause t he droplets to be shed off from the wind
turbine rotor and therefore there will be no ice accret ion on the wind tur bine blades .
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Chapter 3
The Theory of Propeller Type
Wind Turbines
Propeller type wind turbiuee can be considered to be airscrcws which Cltlfat~t energy
from the air an d convert it into other forms of clI('rgy. T his is in contrast to "-
propell er which expels energy into the air or water from anot her energy S(lU Tn ' .
The similarity of the propeller and the wind tu rbine enables the snme theoret ical
developme nt to be followed for performance analysis .
Pr opeller theory developed along two independent met hods of approach , onc of
which has been called momentum thec- . and the other. blade clement theory. T he
basis of the theory is t he dete rmin ation of t he forces acting on the rolor to produce
the motion of the fluid. The approach of blade clement theory is concerned with
t he forces produc ed by the blades as a result of the motion of the fluid. A more
detailed mode l was developed for propellers and generalized for wind t urbines by
Glauert {23]. T his utilized both the axial momentum and blade clement theories
and a ser ies of relationships were developed to dete rmine the performance of a wind
tur bine.
Modern propeller th eory developed from the concept of free vortices bei ng shed
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from the rotating blades. These define a slipstream and generate induced velocities
at the blades and in the wake. This can be att ributed to the work of Joukowski
[24], for induced velocity analysis; to Betz (25], for rotors with minimum energy
loss; to Goldstein [9], for circulation distribut ion, particularly for effects of a finite
number of blades and to Eckhardt and Morgan [26J, for general improvement and
applicat ion. This theory has been referred to by a number of names, notably:
vortex theory, circulat ion theory and lifting-line theory.
3.1 Ideal Power Co efficient for Propeller Type
Wind Turbines
To begin to understand the mechanism of rotor power absorption from winds, the
Rankine-Fronde actuat or disc theory provides a start. As an initial approach,
ideal condhions are considered for wind turbine operation . The function of a wind
turbine is to extrac t energy from the air and to produce mechanical energy. As a
first approximation, to determine the maximum possible output of a. wind turbine
from momentum theory, the following assumptions are made,
1. blades operate without frict ional drag;
2. a.slipstream separa tes the flowpassing through the rotor disc from that outside
the disc;
3. the static pressure inside and outside of the slipstream far ahead of and behind
the rotor are equal to the undisturbed free-stream static pressure;
4. thrust loading is uniform over the rotor disc; and
5. no rotation is imparted to the flow by the disc.
Applying the momentum theorem to the control volume in figure 3.1, the th rust,
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T, can he expressed as
where V. is the free stream velocity far ahead of the rotor, V, is the wake velocity
and U is the velocity through the rotor disk. By applying Bernoulli's ,-,qualioll
to the flow upstream and downst ream of the wind turbine, and substitllti ng into
equation 3.1, one obtains
u=Va ;V,. (:1.2)
T his result sta tes that the velocity through the turbi ne is the aVl'rage of the wind
velocity ahead of the turbi ne and wake velocity behind the turbine. By defining
the axial induct ion factor a as,
u=VI (1 - a)
the wake velocity can be expressed as
and the induced axial velocity v, behind the rotor disc can be expressed as
(3.3)
(3..11
(3.5)
From the expression for the kinetic energy which can be absorbed by the wind
turbine , the ideal power out put from wind turbine, P, becomes
(3.6)
where A is the swept area of the wind tur bine, and therefore the maximum power
occurs when dP/da = 0 which is
P",u = ~(PA VI3)
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(3.7)
The power coeflkien t of t he wind turbine, C" is defined as
(3.8)
U~i ng the value of P",cor , the ideal power coefficient reaches approximately 0.593.
In reality, wake rotation exis ts due to blade rotat ion. The induced tangentia l
velocity component in the wakc Ul can be expressed as [121
U j = 2a'n r (3.9)
which is twice t he value of the induced velocity at the rotor disk , where af is an
induced tangential factor and n is a rot ational speed of t he rotor . The resultant
induced velocity at the rotor disk is perpe ndicular to the result ant relative wind
velocity 110) as shown in the figure 3.2.
3.2 Lift ing -line t heory
T he lift ing-line theory used for the horizonta l axis wind turbines analyzed here
was adap ted from screw propeller circulat ion theory and provides a link between a
blade section operating in two dimensional flow and t hat cper ati ng as a par t of a
screw. The blade is rep laced by a bound vortex line. Thi s t heory is based on the
concept that t he lift developed by the screw blades is caused by a circulation flow
with strength r that takes place around each blade sect ion. T he result is decreased
local velocity across the blade pressure side and increased local velocity across the
suction side. From every point of this bound vortex spring free, trailing vort ices,
whose str engt h per unit lengt h is ar/8r, where r is the distanc e from the axis of
the screw shown in figur e 3.3. When th e inte rference flow of th is vort ex system
is small compar ed with the velocity of the blades, th at is, the blades are lightl y
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loaded, the t railing vortices are approximately helices, and together build a helical
or screw surface. When the clistribution of the circulation, r, is such tha t, for a
given thrus t , the energy lost per unit time is a minimum, the now far behind the
screw is the same as if the screw surface formed by the tra iling vortices is rigid,
and moves backwards in the direction of its axis with a constant velocity {91. TIll'
flew away from the blades is assumed to becontinuous and irrc tationel or without
circulation. The circulat ion around any blade section, in steady now, is then equal
to the discontinuity in the velocity potential at the corresponding point of the screw
surface {9J . Goldstein gave a solution for the velocity potential in the nlli,l domain
around blades.
3 .2. 1 P ot ent ial P robl em of a P ro peller Type W ind Tur-
bi ne
To solve this problem, assumptions are made that a wind turbine with rotor radius,
R, and one blade rotat ing at speed of n operates in a uniform airstream with a
velocity V;o The equation for the trajectory of the screw surface, P , generated by
the motion of the blade and the wind is, [or 0 S r :s R,
F(z,O)=8 - n~ =o, (:1.10)
which is evaluated in a cylindrical polar coordinate system moving at lrecstrcem
wind speed VI as shown in figure 3.3; z is on the rotational axis whose positive
direction is downstream from the wind turbine rotor disk and r is the distance
from the wind turbine axis. According to the assumptions of minimum energy
loss made by Betz 125J. the screw surface formed by the trailing vortices is rigid.
This screw surface moves downstream in the direction of its axis relative to the
undisturbed fluid with a constant induced velocity, v , which cen be expressed as
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v = ±u. where the posit ive sign is for a screw propeller and a negative sign is for
a wind turbine. By imposing t he impermeability boundary condit ion on the screw
surface F, t he actual velocity of the screw surface in the wake along its rota tional
axis can beexpressed in term s of a velocity potent ial 9,
(3.11)
for the condit ions or9 - wz/V, = 0, 0 5 r S R and 86/8r ...... 0 when r _ 00.
This im plies that the normal component of fluid speed located on t he screw surface
is identical with that of the screw surface. As 6 is a funct ion of rand P {9j,
t he boundary condition of equatio n 3.11 is hlanip ulat ed by different iating 4- with
respect 10 F,
(3.12)
(3.14)
for P = 0 and 0 ::::r S R. For simplicity, let th e consla nt vvi/n = 1, and also let
the local tip speed rat io
(3.13)
Equat ion 3.12 the n becomes
86 fJl
8F = -~
for P =0 and 0 ~ r :f R. The velocity poten tial; should satisfy Laplace 's equation
V26 = 0 in the fluid domain and this is given by Goldstein [9] in the fonn of
a a'.("8;;v» + (I H ') aF' = O. (3.15)
T his equation should sat isfy t he boundar y condit ions of equation 3.11 an d also
must be a single-valued function of position ; its derivatives must vanish when r is
infinite and it should be continuous everywhere except at the screw surface. The
Laplace equation 3.15 was solved in conjunct ion with the boundary condit ions for
the velocity potenti al , q" at the discontinuity point F =0 where the screw surface
is formed, by Goldstein [91 to give
where
G(IJ) = ..L. _!. f F2m• 1(11)
I +Jl2 :zr2 ", =0 (2m + I F
ond
where,
{q,1is the velocity potentia l at discont inuity point;
! I is the local tip speed ratio;
Jlo is the tip speed rat io;
a", is the coefficient of the circulation distribution;
A... is the approximation to the a", coefficients ;
t ", is a corr ect ion factor to the app roximation coefficient , A",;
2rn"+1' is an algorithm defined by Goldstein [9J
[ ,,(x ) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind;
T1,,,(z) is a. modified {unction of a series defined aa
3 .2 .2 Calculation of Circulation Distribution
(:1.17)
(:I.ISI
(3.19)
According to the definition in section 3.2.1, the circulation around any blade section
is equal to t he discontinuity of the velocity potential ,</I, at the corresponding point
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on the screw surface. Following this definition and restoring the factor nIt/Vb
temporar ily taken 35 one in the section 3.2,1. the circulation distribution r becomes,
The equation 3.20 can also be expressed 35
(3.21)
where /( is known 35 the Goldstein factor which was solved by Goldstein [9] for a
two bladed screw propeller and later solved by Tachmindji 1271 for three, four, five
and six bladed propellers. The fador , K , is defined as
(3.22)
where B is t he number of blades and r<lO is a circulation for a wind turbine with
infinite number of blades. Goldstein's analysis includes tip loss effects for the circu-
lat ion dist ribution along thc blade span and allows for effectsof finite blade number
of a rotor.
For infinite number of blades, t he circulation distribution r at each blade section
r _ 2ll"f U I
- B ' (3.23)
where III is the tangential component of induced velocity in the wake and can be
expressed 35
u, = 2na'r (3.24)
Dy using Goldstein factor "', the circulation distribution at each blade section
for a wind turb ine with finite number of blades becomes
(3.25)
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3.3 Application of t he Lifting-L ine Theory
The circulation distribution of equation 3.25 in section 3.2.2 from the lifting-line
theory can be adapted to calculate the performance of a wind turb ine with given
geometrica l characteristics of machines. The wind turbine performance evaluation
with both a clean and an iced rotor was done by using this met hod that was
deve loped by Small and Bose [12,13] and Bose [lol.
Figures 3.2 illustr ates geometr ic relations between a wind turbine blade secuon
and th e air flow. The geometric pitch angle, ¢ . and advance angle, P. are expressed
tantjJ= ;; (3.26)
and
tanl3=fi; (:1.27)
where Phis the geometrical pitch and n is t he rctatl onal SI}CCc!or the blade. The
aerodynamic pitch ang le Pi can be exp ressed in term of advance angle and ind uced
axia l and tangen tial factors as,
and
tanp; \'.( I-a)
nr( l +a')
tanpf: ~:,l)
tanP; = ~
(3.28)
(3.29)
where Ai is an induced advance ratio. The resultant induced velocity shouhl be
normal to t he incident air flow Lerbs [lO]. ;md t hus
a'nTtanPi= ~'
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(3.:10)
From the force diagram in figure 3.4, the local thrust, dT" and torque, dQ" at a
blade clement , dr, have the following relation with the aerodynamic pitc h angle,
tanf3i =~' (3.31)
The ideal efficiency for a wind tur bine blade element , neglecting the viscous drag
force, is
TN = ~~Vi dT,
lanf3,
lanf3 (3.32)
By combining equations 3.27, 3.28, 3.30 and 3.32, the expression for the induced
tangential factor is found to be
(3.33)
fly app lying the Kut ta -Joukowski condit ion at each blade stat ion r, t he local lifting
force exerted on the blade element dr is
dL =pV1rdr (3.34)
where tiL is the lift force lit. blade stat ion r , and r is t he circulat ion distr ibution
along Lite blade span. Incorporating the Goldste in correction factor, K , and using
equat ions 3.25 the lift coefficient at each blade element, dr, becomes
where the gep factor gis,
C 4gKO'
L =(l +ol)~ (3.35)
g=~. (3.36)
in which C is the chord length of the bl:..Je element and D is the diamete r of the
rotor.
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The non-dimensional thrust and torq ue coefficients were defined as
KT = p;n~
and
K _ -!L
Q - pD~n~
where, T and Q are t he tota l thrust and to rque of the rotor.
The ideal blade element thrust and torq ue coefficients k T" kQ, may he ca lculated
as follows. T he ideal thr ust coefficient was
RdL~
pD4n'
lf3x3Ka'( 1 + a' )
and t he torque coefficient was
kQ,
(:1.39)
(:lAO)
In real flow, d rag exists due to viscosity of the air an d the blade surface roughness.
The blade element t hrust and torque coefficients were mod ified by adding t he drag
force as shown in the force diagram of figure 3.4. Thi s leads to the elemental t hrust
dT = dTi + BdD3infii
and t he thrust coefficient of each element becomes,
kT = (1+ (/anP i)kT,
(:1.41)
(3A2)
where the drag-lift ratio E = CoICr. Similarly, t he torque coefficient can be me-
pressed as
(3.'13)
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fina lly, overall performance, that is, total thrust coefficient, KT , torque coefficient,
KQ, efficiency,''It and power ratio, P" were found at each tip speed ratio, f,lo, by
integrati ng 1I1e elemental values over blade span. Here rJis
(3.44)
and Pr is
(3.45)
ill which PH t h is t he maximum possible power absorbed by a wind turbine:
which was referred to in section 3.1. This theory is strictly valid for only lightly-
loaded rotors where the slipstream expansion is neglected . This assumption is
reasonable for a wind tu rbine working under the cut-out wind speed.
3 .4 Computational Method Used for Wind Tur-
bine Performance Evaluation
The performance calculations for horizontal axis wind turbines with both a clean
and iced rotor were done by using the lift ing-line theo ry. To assess the wind turbine
performance accurately, experimenta l data for lift and drag coefficientsover a wide
range of angles of attack were needed. A theoretic al curve of lift coefficient was
first calculated by using equation 3.35. T he real wind tur bine cjererlcnel points
were found by ma tching th e theoretical curve with se ts of experimental dat a of lift
coefficient and th en by obtaining the corresponding drag coefficient. The lift and
drag coefficients requi red were derived from wind tunnel tests for an airfoil used as
wind tur bine blades and will be described in chapter 4. A compu ter program that
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had been writt en in FORTRAN was used for this ta sk. Thi s program was ini tially
written by Sma ll and Bose (12,131for the pe rformanc e calculation of a wind turhin('
with a clean rot or and it Wi\3 adapted for the use of a wind turbi ne with an iced
rotor.
3 .4. 1 N ume rical P ro cess
Thi s program consists of a ma in program KI together wit h subrout ines L2, 1.:1,
14 , L5, Gold, and Gold3. L2 ie a subrou tine for ini tial blade section datn input .
Gold is a subrou tine containi ng Goldstein correction factor s, K, for two bladed
wind tu rbines; Gold3 provides Goldstein factors for t hree, four and six hladed wind
t urbines. The main progr am KI integrat es the su broutines and the algorit hm to
calculate a wind tu rbine's overa ll t hrust coefficient, torque coefficient , effleiency
and power rat io over a ra nge of tip speed rat io 0 .5 to 12 in 0.5 st eps. Par each
t ip speed ratio , th e wind turbine blade was div ided in 11 radius fractions, n.l
to 1 in 0.1 steps except at the 0.95 blade station, T his prog ram also calc ulated
t he aerodynamic p roperti es including induce d axial and tang ential velocity fadors,
resultant angles of atta ck and Reynolds number at ea ch blade clement section. The
pe rforman ce of a wind tu rbine with two, three, fou r and si x bladed rotors can be
calculat ed by incorpo ratin g the appropriate Goldstein coefficient for finite number
of rotor blades and tip losses.
With in the main program Kl , calcula tions wer e made first for a theo retical
required lift coefficient (eq uation 3.35) for each blade sectio n over a range of a nglr.s
of at tack from _60 to 900 in 20 steps. This implied that the induced aerody namic
pi tch ang le /3; was
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where ¢ is t he geomet ric pitch angle. The operating poin t of the blade section was
the interscctio n of thi s calcula ted lift coefficient curve with the actual section lift
coefficient cur vefound from experimentalresults . These points were found by using
subroutine L3 in whic h the intersect ion point s of the two curves were derived by
systema tic comparison of two adjacent points on each of the curvesover angles of
attack Ircm _ 60 to 90 0 at two degree intervals. When one value or the theoret ical
curve fell below the correspond ing value on th e exper imenta l lift curve, the two
curves were considered to be crossed. The 20 was then s plit into 10 and the method
repea ted to get a closer estimate. T he intersecti on points gave the actua l working
value of lift coefficient and angle ofatt ackfor the blade sections. The actual angle or
att ack found by the it erative method wasthen input to the subroutine L4 to derive
the drag coefficient from the experimental curve. L5was a subroutine to recalculat e
the new theoretical lif t coefficient point bythe same method use d in main progra m
KI to gel a more prec ise resul t at t he actual operating angle of attack. Goldstein
correction factors, 11':, were imposed by using su broutin es GOL D and GOLD3 for
two, three, four and six bladed wind turbines. By using the equa tions 3.42, 3.43,
3,44 and 3.45 and Simpson' s numerical integration method over blade span, th e
overall performance of thewind turbine includ ing the thrust coefficient, KT, torque
coefficient, [(q , efficiency, 11 , and power ratio , P" were obtai ned for both clean
and iced rotors. The initial paramet ers such as blade geomet ry, including rotor
diamet er, geometric pitch angle and distribut ion of cho rd length along the blade
span, and sta te of rot or, i.e. clean or iced blade were requested by the computer
program. A logical flow chart for thi s computation al program is shown in figure
3.5. This program was run in the VAX8530 mai nframe comput er in the Faculty of
Engineering and Applied Scienceat t he Memor ial Unive rsity of Newfoundland.
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3 .4 .2 Calculations for Wind Turbine Models
Prediction of aerody namic perform ance deg radation for wind turbines with iced
ro tors under rime and glaze icing conditions were don e by u sing the theory and
numerical m ethod describe d above. The program co mputed wind turbine pcr fce-
mance incl uding KT, Kq,J'] and P; as well as power re duction over tip speed ra tio
0.5 to 12, bu t for con ciseness only th e results of power ratio ar e displayed.
Two des ignsof wind turbine were studied . One was a two-bladed small wind
turbine with 2.5 m diameter rotor, linear twisted blades and uniform blade cho rd
length along blade span. T he other was a Ca rter-23 two-bladed wind t urbine with
23 m diameter rotor, non- linear b lade twist and non-linear blade chord length.
Both mach ines were assumed to have the sa me LS( 1).04l7 airfoil blade sect ion
a nd operat ed at a u niform wind speed of 10 m/sec. Wind shear cffects and wind
tu rbulence were neg lected in this computa tio n.
The wind turbin es were assumed to be ope rating in typica l rime o r 1\la1.c ici ng
conditio ns. Figures 3.6lo 3.11 are calculate d result s of power ratio for the 2.5 III
ro tor wind t urbine and the Carler-23 wind tur bine a t differe nt atmos pheric icing
conditions. Results show that ~he effect of rime icing on the wind tur bine's bla des
were not as severe as that of glaze icing; gleae icing almost complete ly destr oyed
ba th wind tu rbines' aerody namic performanc e. Rime icing re duced po wer out put
for the Ca r ter-23 wind turbine by 30% and for the 2.5 m rotor dia meter wind
tu rbine by 49%over a range of lip s peed ratios from 0.5 10 12.
Figure 3.1: Stream tube (or mom entum theory.
n » :
Figure 3.2: Velocity diag ram at blade sect ion dr.
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Figure 3.3: Coordina te of wind turbine screw surface in lhe wake.
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Gde : Experimental drag coefficient
Figure 3 .5: Flow chart for Kl program.
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Chapter 4
Wind Tunnel Tests for Airfoil
wi th Simulated Ice Deposits
Unt il recently, very littl e exper imenta l data has been availab le 011 the performance
degradatio n of air foil sections resulting from rime or gloze icc accretion OWf wi l l(~
ranges of angles of at tack. During the past 10 ycara, most thl-'Ordical ami \'XIWt-
iment al work has been focused on two aspects: the evaluation of degrndat iou of
aerodynamic perfo rma nce for an airfoil in aircraft cru ise or climbing condluons due
to ice accretion ; and the conduct of icing and de-icing tests for rotors of helicopters .
Bragg [28,291 invest igated t he effects of simulated icc shapes 011 1m, drag and
pitching momen t of an airfoil sect ion in aircraft cruise conditions; thal is for angles
of attack in or below the stall region. He also prov ided information on the length of
separation bubbles, reatt achment and trai ling edge separation . Bragg and Coirier
[30) simulated glaze ice accretio n on a 21 inch cho rd model of a NACA 0012 airfoil
and reported measurements of surface pressure , Iirl , drag and moment coelhc ieuts
over a range of angles of attack in and below stall. Model scale helicopter rotor
icing tests were done by Gulfond cr al . [311. Icc shapes thal accumulated 011 the
rotor blades d uring icing tunne l tests were documented and st udied at dilrl:renl
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Mach number under different atmos pheric conditions as well as the effects of th e
performance of the rotor due to icing,
Computational means have also been developed to model the flowover an iced
air foil. Ceheci [32J used an interactive boundary layer technique to predict the aero-
dynam ic characterist ics of an airfoil with leading edge ice accret ion. Pot apczuk [33]
used a parab olized Navier-Stckea model to make a similar calculation. Bragg [16)
predicted the performance of a NACA 0012 airfoil with simulat ed glaze ice ac-
cretion and compared this with that predicted by the NASA Lewice ice accretion
computer code for the same icingcondit ions; results of both the interactive bound-
ary layer mode l and t he Nevier-Stokes method were compared with experimental
data, Numerical simulations were also made for helicopter blade icing by Oleskiw
[3<11to simulate the rime ice accretio n process on the roto r blades. Potapczu k an d
Berkowitz [35J presented experimental data for a Boeing 737- 200ADV wing sec-
t ion for a range of angles of attack from _ 20 to 200 • These data were collected
under glaze, rime and glaze-rime mixture icing condit ions for an airfoil of 16 inch
chord.
Although considerable research has been done on atmospheric icing, per for -
ma nce tests of an iced airfoil over a wide range of angles of attack are rare and very
littl e experimental data has been found in the literat ure on iced airfoils over thi s
wide range, that is, angles of attack from _ 60 to 900 • This restr icts t he applica-
t.ion of the theore tical method described in chapter 3 for evaluation of performance
degradatio n of wind turbines under icing condit ions as the method is largely de-
pendent upon experimental section data avec a range of angles of attack from _ 60
to 90·,
This chapter describes tes ts on an airfoil in a wind t unnel, whose section geom-
et ry corresponded to the airfoil section used as the blades of a roto r. Testing was
performed in a low speed wind tunnel at Memor ial Univer sity of Newfoundland.
The tested airfoil model was a NASA LS{I) -0417 wing sect ion. Various simula ted
iced shapes th at were recorded from previous tests [51and from othe r documents
[15,161were tested. Th e sim ulated ice shapes were made from wood in a model shop
in the Facul ty of Engineering and Applied Science at Memoria l University of New-
foundland. An Aerolab balance dynamometer tabl e was used to support the model
and measure th e aerodynamic forces exerted on t he wing. A Keit hley $5i5 data
acquisit ion system and a hot wire anemome ter were 1lSf'<1 to measure IU'rodynam ic
forces exerted on the airfoil and the wind velocity inside t he wind tun nel.
4. 1 Calibration of W ind Tunnel Worki ng Sec-
t ion
T he layout of t he low speed wind tu nnel , which is located in the Fluids Labora tory
in the Faculty of Enginee ring and Applied Science, is shown in figure .1.1. 'l'h!s
wind t unnel is 10 m long; it has a cross section of 1m x l m. Section onl: is a
boundary layer test ing sectio n and section 2, which was used for th e airfoil tes ts, is
upst ream of section one a nd provides space where non-bound ary layer tests can he
conducted. T he maximum wind speed that could be provided by the wind tunnel
at this locat ion was about 14.5 m/ sec.
4.1.1 Ca libration of t he Hot- Wi re Anemometer
A Disa hot-wire consta nt temperat ure anemometer (CTA) was calibra ted before the
wind tunnel tests were done. Th e hot-wire or ho t film anemometer is at present
t he most widely used measuring system for analysis of velocit ies in tu rbulent now.
T he Disa 55MOI anemomet er is a mult ipurpose instr ument primar ily used for mea-
surements of t he instantaneous mass flow of a gas or liquid; it uses as a transducer
ei ther a hot-wire or a hot-film probe. T he inst rument bas a build-in DC meter for
measure ment of probe cold resistance and for indication of mean flow. Based on
measuring the convective heat loss from the electric ally heated hot -wire/film sensor
ca used by the now of gas or liquid surrounding t he sensor, the fluid velocity can
be measured. A PH single hot -wire sensor from Dantec was used; this consisted of
a 5,um diameter plati num-pla ted tungsten wire. Wires are suspended between two
prongs, to which they are welded. The probe was placed at the centre of the t unnel
working sect ion. The anemometer was adjusted to have optimum frequency re-
sponse by using a built in square wave generator with different frequencies . Values
of standard now velocitie s at the working section of the wind tunne l were obtained
by using a pitot-tube. A set of 20 points of wind velocity samples were collected
by controlling air now at the inlet of t he wind tunnel fan. Dantec Acqwire data
acquisition software was used to process the calibration data.
4. 1.2 W ind Tunnel Calibration
The ideal flow field provided by a wind tunnel for an airfoil test should be uniform
with low turbu lence intensi ty across t he tu nnel working section. Non-uniform flow
can cause disto rt ion of the loads exerted on t he tested body. Flow with higher
turbulence intens ity can change the positio n of trans ition to turbulent flow on t he
suct ion side of the model and, the refore, change the drag and maximum lift . The
qu ality of the flow field in the working section had to be examined before tests
proceeded.
A two degree of freedom mot ion traverse was designed to suppo rt the probe so
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th at the sensor could be positioned everywhere across the tunnel working sect ion
through a cantilever. Figure 4.2 shows points measured across wind tunnel section.
The wind speed and tur bulence intensity at each point were measur ed and are shown
in appe ndix in page 100. The results show th at beyond lite wall boundary layer,
the maximum turbul en ce appeared at point G7 and was about 4%; the turbulence
was much lower towa rds the centre of the working sect ion. The definition of the
ftow t urbulence intensity, U,;, used was,
1I,i =u~:. x 100, (,1.11
where U'"is the mean value of the wind speed and u'''u is the root mean square or
t he standard deviation defined as
1 N
u... = N?;(U(nl - U.I' (·1.2)
in which U is wind velocity measured and N is t he number of samples. T he low
turbulence intensi ty and low mean velocity variations across the working section
provided good condit ions for the airfoil tests.
4 .2 Ca librat ion of the St rain G auged B al ance
Table
An Aerolab Pyramidal Str ain Gauged Balance System WiL.'l used to support the
model in the wind t unnel. This device is shown in figure 4.3, Its angles of att ack
could be adjusted over a range or ±:25 ":egrcc and its angle of yaw over a range
of 360 degrees. It was possible 10 measure six force and moment r:omponcn1s
which fully determined t he resultant force exerted by the airstream on the airfoil.
A moun ting adaptor was fixed on the mounting plat e at the lop of t he balance
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tab le to cbange the range of angles of attack from previous ±2~ degree to -10 to 36
degrees. The ranges of angle of attack were extended further to 90 degree at a lower
tunnel velocity of 6m/sccj th is restriction en wind speed was due to the capacity
limitation of the balance table. T he force components were separat ed mechanically
and measured through individual strain gauged load cells. The signal from each
stra in gauge was amplified by a strain gauge amplifier and then sent to a micro
computer . A Keithley 5575 data acquisition unit was used to process the signals.
The average value of each component was found by usc of a program which took
the mean of the data points corrected.
From the figure 4.3, the basic linkage on the balance table may be termed a
pyramidal linkage. The central spider which carried the spindle was supported on
four diagonal struts which, ifextended, would meet at a point known as the balance
cent re. The balance table was calibrated before set up beneath the wind tunn el.
Force calibra tion was done by using a 10 inch diameter pulley that could tu rn freely
on a ball bearing without much resistance. Loads of 0.5, I , 5, to, 20, 40 lbs were
applied to check the linearity of the strain gauges and 0.5 up to 90 lbs.ln for the
moment. The calibrated data of force and moment were sent to the compute r to get
polynomial force and moment funct ions for the calibrat ions. As all the calibrations
of the components were about the balance centre and the stem used to support
the model had a 0.4 m difference in height from the balance:centre to the point
at which the airfoil WM att ached and a.s a mounting adapte r was used to change
the range of angles of att ack from ±25 degree to the range of - 10 to 90 degree,
correction was made for the component of pitch moment from the force balance by
adding the ext ra moment resulting from the displacement between the mounting
centreand the rotationa l centre .
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4.3 Tes t Procedure and Result s
The airfoil tested was a NASA LS(I) ·O·.n7 wing section with a 0.2 III chord lengt h
and a 0.8 m span : l.c. an aspect rat io offo ur . T his blade section was the samcfamily
as the blade sect ions used for the Carter WEC -23 wind turb ine. The offset s of t he
profile of thi s airfoil are shown in table 4.1. Thi s model Wi\., made from alumin ium
alloy(H6061) and it was man ufactu red on a eNC machine at the [Inivcrsit y of
Victo ria.
The air foil was mounted on the lop of the mou nting bar of the (lyna11loolf't" r
inside t he wind tunnel as shown in figure 4.4. Each channel signal from til .. st ra in
gauges was set to zero before each test to reduce the effects of zero drift from
the ampl ifiers. Signa ls from the strain gauges on the dynamometer for each Iorr u
compon ent were sent to a mu lti channel str ain gauge signal amp lifier. Figure U·)
shows the inst rumen tat ion for the wind tu nnel lest .
Several tests were performed for the clean airfoil and for the airfoil wit h Vl\riOll~
simulated ice profiles. T hree ice accretion shapes were simu lated. The gla70C I icc
deposit shown in the figure 4.6 was obtained from a 5 minute d uratio n icing test
on a wind turbine model that is descr ibed in the next chapter; the g!;w.c2 ice
profile shown in figure 4.7 was from the NASA Lewis research cent re (161 under
icing cond it ions of tem perat ure _ 7°C, liquid water conte nt 2.IBgJm 3 , wind speed
57 mJsec and drop let diam eter 20Jlffii t he rime ice profile shown in figure 4.8 was
from Wilder [151. The ice profiles were trace d and simulated by using a specially
shaped wood st rip. Each simulated ice profile was attached to the leading edge or
the airfoil by using doub le-sided sticky tape so that these could be fastened and
removed easily. Plasticine was used to seal gaps between the airfoil and simulated
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ice accretion . A hot wire sensor, which was fixed on a cant ile ver, was placed
upstr eam of the model. The wind velocity within the chambe r was set to 6 miser.
for range of angle of attac k of -6- to 90- .
Figures 4.9 to 4.14 show the test results of lift and dr,,! coefficients for the clean
airfoil and airfoil with gla~ I, glaze 2 and rime ice shapes. Tests were done for
steps of T angles of att ack except at angle of att ack of IS- for the clean airfoil,
where the maximum lift coefficient appeared .
Due to t he capacity limitati on of the dynamomet.er, th e wind velocity was set
to 6 mlscc for the full range airfoil tests i.e. the ranges of a ngle of attack from - 6
to 90 degree.
In t he clean airfoil teet, the model was stable until an angle of attac k of 16-
WI\.!I reached where t he airfoil sta lled with an abrupt drop in the lift coefficient
and increase in the drag coefficient. Due to a lack of rigidity of the suppo rt bar ,
mount ing plate and the balance table itself, the separated t urb ulent flowon the back
of the airfoil forced the model to vibrate. This vibration could induce additional
now turbulence around t he airfoil and affected the test results beyond the staU
Iqion to some extent . The simulated glaze I ice profile test showed t hat even
at low angles of attack , for example 0-, flow separatio n occurred behind the two
'horns' of the ice shape and the flow around t he surface of th e airfoil was turb ulent ,
and t his induced some vibration of the model. The significantly alt ered shape of
the airfoil as a result of the icing caused t he st rea mlined flow around the surface of
the airfoil 10 break down even at low angles of at tack. Th is was associated with a
decrease of lift and increase in pressure drag. T he rime ice accretion test showed
that no significant change of the airfoil performance took place, except around the
point of maximum Hrt coefficient, where there was a Ilight drop of lift coefficient .
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Discussions of the result s is given in chapter 6.
Due to finite aspect rat io of the airfoil and t he blockage effect on the aeeody-
namic properties, the da ta from figures 4.9 to 4.1<1 hAS been corrected in the manner
described below.
4.4 Tunnel Int erference Effects and Data Co r -
rection
The object of the wind tunne l tests on the airfoil model was to obtain the airfoil
performance in open a ir condit ions. As a result of distortion of the flow pancr n
due to the limited cross section of the tu nnel and because t he model airfoilha d i\
finite span, the raw test data did not correspond to the airfoil performance of l~ 2-D
airfoil in open air and had to be corrected.
4.4.1 Blockage Correct ion
A. Solid blockage correct ion
In the case of a closed wind tunnel, if the working section has str aight rigid bound-
aries, continuity of mass flow in t he tunnel requires that the axia l velocity in t he
vicinity of the model must exceed the value well upstream which is the so called
tunnel velocity UT , This gives an expression in terms of a blockage factor '-,
lUI
where Ur is the wind speed corresponding to the open air speed I,hat is taken to
be t he speed in the tunnel at the position of the model.
Solid blockage ~. in two-dimensional Row was determined by Lock [361 . This
invest igation was done by considering the wing as a doublet located at t he position
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of the model and of such strength as to produce the same velocities in the far field
as are produced by the airfoil itself. The boundaries of the working section of the
tun nel were then represented by image systems of the equivalent doublet instead
of t he airfoil itself and the solid blockage was calculated as the velocity induced at
the position of the model by the image doublets 136].
For a wing with maximum t hickness, t, placed between the roof and floor of a
wind tu nnel of height h and completely span ning the breadth, b, the value of solid
blockage correction, t ., is given by the expression
t . =T'\(k)2 (4.4)
where
11" 2 3ll"2 a2 (4.5)T=12(1+W)
in which a is the dista nce between the model and the tunne l axis if the wing is not
symmetrically placed between the roof and t he floor, h is the t unnel section height
ami ,\ is the body factor tha t depend s on the geomet ry of the basic shape of the
airfoil,
(4.6)
where q is the local velocity at the surface at a distance s from the leading edge
measured along the sur face, U is the free air speed and y is the distance from this
point to the chord line. The integ ral is taken over the upper surface of the sym-
metrica l sect ion from the leading edge to trailing edge. For a modified Jau kowski
ai rfoil profile with a thickness ra tio tIc (If six, the value of ,\ is found to be th ree
[361· These data were applied to the NASA LS(1)·0417airfoil. For a more general
case of the solid blockage of an air foil at an angle of atlack, a, the body factor ..\
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should be increased by the amount K1 Q 1 where h' l is a function of t lc which W.1S
presented by Pankhu rst and Holder [37l.
B. Wake blockage correction
T he lotal head of the fluid in the wake of a body is less than that in the region
outs ide the wake due to ene rgy dissipation. As the static pressure in a tunnel
is practically const ant across any given section normal to the st ream, it follows
that the dynamic head, and hence the velocity, in the wake of the model must be
lower than in the surrounding stream. Therefore, in order to sat isfy the condition
of conti nuity of mass flow. the velocity of the fluid outside the w.,kp must {'xCI'I'd
the velocity far upst ream of the model. Thus the axial velocity in a wind tunnel
gradually increases past the model except for the reduced velocity inside the wake.
and the velocity at t he position of the model is correspondingly greate r than the
tun nel speed. It was suggested by Glauert (38] that for a wing completely spanning
a closed tunnel, a wake blockage factor t ", could be expressed as
(U)
where 7J is an empirical facto r. For a similar Joukowski sect ion with a th ickness
rat io of six, 7Jis given as 0.08 {38].
The total blockage correction factor, c, was calculated as
t =t.+t", (4.8)
and the apparent force coefficient CFT can be expressed as a corrected value (CF)F
corresponding to the value in an open air stream.
(4.9)
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4.4.2 Correction for F init e Asp ect Rat io
Finite aspect ratio o( t he airfoil causes the flow field arou nd the airfoil to be no
longer two dimens ional; etreamwise vortices are shed (rom the traili ng edge o( the
airfoil ann t hese result in the gene ration cf an inde-ed velocity at each blade st ation
across t he blade SJWl. The induced drag and the circulati on distrib ut ion along the
airfoil vary depend ing on the posi tion of the airfoil section and the circu lat ion
reaches zero at t he two airfoil tips. The drag coefficient obtained from the model
test for finite aspect rat io, A, were converted to an equivalent two-dimen sional value
by t he equa tions
Coo = Cv - f:t(1 +c)CI (4.10)
(4.11)
where Coo is t he drag coefficient (or infinite a.spect ratio, CD is a drag coefficient
for fini te aspect ral M>s , a and a. are t he slope of t he lifl coefficient curves for finite
And infinite aspect ratio respect ively and 6, T are constants. Both a for finite aspect
ratio o( four and a. for two dimensiona l flow were given by Gla uerl [38] as 4.04 and
2... respectively. The conversion factor, Fe; (or change of the lift coefficient from
t hree dimensional to two dimensional flow was obtai ned by ta king the ratio a/G•.
T he original test data were then input int o a comp uter program called COR-FOR
and were correc t ed by using the algorit hm above.
Th ere is much dillerencc (,f performanc e degradat ion effected by glaze and rime
icing. T he wind tunnel test results illustrated in figures 4.9 to 4.14 showed that
a dramatic decrease of lift coefficients and increase of drag coefficients occ urred
when glaze icing accreted on this airfoil section even if the angles of att ack were
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low. Rime icing had less effect on the ai rfoil performance, even tho ugh tl1e rime
icing had approxima tely t he same quantit y of icc M the glaze icc profile a.~ ~hown
in figures 4.7 and 4.8. Glaze ice formation destroyed the atrcamlined shape or
t he airfoil so t hat severe aerodynamic degradation reeulted. I'ktail~d ,liMu5sioll i~
presented in chapte r 6.
Once the airfoil section dab over a wide range of angles or altAck were obtaillf't1.
the wind turbine performance evaluations in different atmosllheric icing conditions
could proceed and these are described in chapter 3.
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Figure 4.1: Layou t of low speed wind tun nel.
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Figure 4.2: Wind tunnel cross section and distribution or calibrat ion point s.
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Figure 4.3: Dynamometer for t he airfoil tes t.
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Figu re 4.4: Installat ion of ai rfoil on top of mounting bar.
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Figure 4.5: Inst ru men tation for the wind tunnel tes ts.
Figure 4.6: Simulated glaze 1 ice shape.
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Figure 4.7: Sim ulat ed glaze2 ice shape .
Figure -1.8: Simu lat ed rime ice shap e.
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Table 4.1: Coordinates of the NASA LS{I)-OH; airfoil section
*
upper (z l e) lower (z le )
0.0000 0.00000 0.00000
0.0020 0.01300 -0.00974
0.0050 0.02935 -0.01444
0.0125 0.03069 -0.02051
0.0250 0.01465 -0.02691
0.0500 0.05600 -0.03569
0.0750 0.06561 -0.04209
0.1000 0.07309 -0.04700
0.1250 0.07909 -0.05087
0.1500 0.08413 -0.05426
0.1750 0.08849 -0.05700
0.2000 0.09209 -0.05926
0.2500 0.09778 ·0.0626h
0.3000 0.10169 -0.06448
0.3500 0.10409 -0.06517
0.4000 0.10500 -0.06483
0.4500 0.10456 ·0.06344
0.5000 0.10269 -0.06091
0.5500 0.09917 -0.05683
0.5750 0.09674 -0.05369
0.6000 0.09374 -0.05061
0.6250 0.09013 -0.04678
0.6500 0.08604 -0.04265
0.6750 0.08144 -0.03830
0.7000 0.07639 -0.03383
0.7250 0.07096 -0.02930
0.7500 0.06517 -0.02461
0.7750 0.05913 -0.02030
0.8000 0.05291 -0.01587
0.8250 0.04644 -0.01191
0.8500 0.03983 -0.00852
0.8750 0.03313 -0.00565
0.9000 0.02639 -0.00352
0.9250 0.01965 -0.00248
0.9500 0.01278 -0.00257
0.9750 0.00604 -0.00396
1.0000 -0.00074 -0.00738
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Chapter 5
Icing Tests on Horizontal Axis
Wind Turbines
Few full-scale wind t u rbine icing field tests or model tests have been done in the
past. T he difficulty is that atmospheric icing condi tions arc usually random and it
i~ alwa ys hard to catc h the ki ng event when it happens. Also, icing tunnel tests
nrc rare due to lack of laboratory icing tes t facili ties.
Guslafsson and Meijer {39] est imated t he ice build up on the blades 01 a. wind
turbine by using a set of different sized cylinders instead of real blades; discrepan cies
f'xist between t hese predic tions an d result s for an actual wind turbine. A series of
icing tests Oil a helicopter rotor are reported by Gufl'ond el al. [31]; the for m of
the icc deposit s on this rotor were similar to our results for a horizontal axi s wind
tu rbine rotor . T heonly work which is consi dered to be close to the current research
;5 tha t of Seifort el al.[3]. The tes t results for a horizonta l axis wind tu rbine under
heavy rime icing events show that power Joss from the rime icing condit ion do
red uce power ou tput, bu t is not as severe as that fromfull scale wine -urbine field
tests wit h glaze ice accre tion.
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5.1 Model Sc ale W in d Turbin e Icing Test
A small scale horizont a l axis wind tu rbine icing t est was performed in th-e cold
room of t he ther mal labo ratory in t he Facu lty of En gineering and Applied Science
to document shapes of icc deposits under glaze icing cond itions. T he cold room
has dimensions of length x widt h x height : 5.6 x 3 .85 x 2Am. T he wind t urhint·
mt":el selected had two blades with a fixed pitch of 150mm and wes made from
wood. The roto r diamete r was 302m m. The blade section had one flat surfncc, lI11'
pressure side, an d a near ly circular profile on the suction side. T he wind t ur bine
model was fixed on an adjustable frame , whic h was insta lled at one end ora long
tabl e. A fan was Ilsed to drive the wind turbine and this kept the wind s]I<eed, at
the location of the rotor, at about Sm/ sec. Before tests, water was cooled down
from room temperature La nearly O·C. Freezing rain was simulated by spraying
the water by using a spray gun tha t was fixed just in front of the fan. This ld l n
2 meter distance between the spray gun and the wind turhine model, so that tIll'
water drop lets a rriving at the model would be supercooled {o\0J. The cooled water
was pum ped throu gh a plastic pipe to the spray nozzle by a micropump cont rolled
by a varia ble DC voltage supply.
In the test , the room temperature was kep t at _S"C, the liquid water content at
about 1.6g/m3 and the diameter of the droplet s were around O.Gmm. A sam pling
tube was used to record the liquid water conte nt by measuring the amount of water
collected in a given time. The drop size was measured by using 11.piece of filter
paper, The size of the impinging rain drops was determined by using a spreading
factor, S. which was defined as the ratio of the radi us of a spread droplet to its
initial rad ius [17], For a temperature or-SoC and a velocity of <lm/sec , S is equal
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to 1.7 [I7J.
The whole water spray system wa.~ dried before being placed in the cold room
1.0 avoid blockages d ue to freezing. The free wind velocity was measured by using a
pilot tube and the rotor rotatio nal speed by a light sens itive tachomete r (Strobo tac
rnd cr GIl.- lfJ38-A).
Two tests were conducte d under similar conditions, but with different time
durations: .') and 15 minutes respect ively. Defore t he test, it was observed that
the rotor speed varied from 1200 to 1480rpm because the wind generated by t he
fa n was not uniform and caused a change in driving force with time. Soon afte r
t he tests, the iced blades were detac hed and placed on the measuring apparatus
shown in figure 5.1. The irrcgular ice profile was measu red by using a dock gauge .
The hlil.(les were positioned 011 a block which could slide smoothly along a trave rse
so that th e section data could be recorded in detail; measurements were taken at
O.5mm intervals along th e chord. Four blade sections from t he tip, rlR = I, to
rlR = 1/5 were measured by moving the traverse across the span of t he blades.
Table .'>.\ gives the clean blade section offsets measured by using this device. The
tost results for t he icc accretion on the blade section arc shown in figure 5.2 and
in table 5.2. Figure 5.3 is a photograph of ice deposits on the blades of the wind
t urhillc ta ken after 15 minutes running time. The resu lts show t hat the ice deposit
shapeat t he leading edge changes progressively from t he blade root to the blade ti p.
T he two protrusions become more pronounced at t he blade tips. Much more ice
accumula ted a( the leading edges of the blade tip section, although t~e radius of t he
Ipading edge at the t ip is much smaller than elsewhere . These results are somewhat
sirniJilr to those of Gustafsson and Meijer [39]. Reasons for the d ifferential build up
of ice accret ion along the blade span arc cent ripetal force and th e different relative
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wind speed at differen t blade sta tions.
5.2 Full Scale W ind Turbine Icing Tes t
Full sca le wind turbine icing tes ts are necessar y to inves tigate thl' dfects of i l' i ll ~
on the performance or wind turbines in field applica t ions and to w rify l,hl'tm'l i('<l!
predict ions. As a collaborative proje ct bet wee n the Faculty of EnKill('l'r;li~ and
Appliffi Seience at Mernor ial Univr-rsity of Newfoundland and 1.111' t\l.];mt ,ir Wind
Tes t Sit e (AWT S) , a wind turbi ne icing test was per formed at ti ll' I.I'S! sil,!' in
North Cape, Prince Edward Island . The A\VTS is a nation al cent re for wind
energy research , development and demo nstr ati on in Canada . '1'111' machine II'st..,1!
was an Encrtcch-tn horizontal-a xis, down-wind , frt:e-yaw t)'PC wlud t ur bine with
three blades and th ree aerodynam ic brakes at each blade tip . 'I'hc wilid turhine
had a 13A In (44 ft ) diameter rotor and was fixed on a truss tower about 2rl III
above t he grou nd. Th e machine opera ted at about 60 rpm rotational spl'l'cl witl r
40 kW rated power and about 11. ,1.5 ml sec cu t in speed .
5.2.1 Test P roce dure
Owing to difficultie s in catching a natural icing event d uring il Hmiterlthree wt ...-ks
test perio d, an art ificial wind t urbine icing test was conduc ted to simulate auno-
sphe ric cond it ions of glaze ice format ion. Figure 5,4 shows thl~ SCf~M of t l lf~ wind
turbine art ificial icing test at the AWT S. T his test was scheduled to las t (j il l: hou r
und er clear weather condit ions.
Freez ing ra in was simulate d by using a wate r spray syste m. A steel frame was
fastened on the nacelle in order to fix the spray hose upwind of t he wind turbine
so that the wate r drop lets sprayed from the nozzles were alway s upstream of the
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rotor. T hroe nozz les were arranged evenly on the hose from the cent re to the edge
of the rotor . T he distance between the spray nozzles and t he rotor was kept to
about <I III to allow th .~ wate r droplets to have enough t ime to be supercoo led when
they renched the blades. T he spra y system consisted of a high pressure pump which
couldsupply water at a max imum rate of7 gallon/ m in under a pressu re of 1500 psi;
a high pressure hose; th ree spray nozzles with fine ape rture; and a 250 gallon water
tank in which the water was kept ncar to its melting point . A Campbell Scientific
data.acquis ition system wil-'111.'Icd to monitor the variat ion o f wind velocity, ambient
tempr-raturo and power output from the Enertech wind tur bine at a sampling rat e
of I per second. An ice shape recorder was made to record the ice profile around
the blade a jtce the icing test (sec figure 5.5) . Due to a limit on the num ber of spray
1L0 Zz! (' S, the waler spray area over the rotor disc covered about one sixth of the
whole blade's swe pt area from the blade t ip to t he root . Th is slight ly changed the
format ion of ice accretion on the blade from that which would occur naturally.
T he test was done in an ambie nt temperature range from -2.7° C to -3" C , an
average wind velocit y of about 7m /se c and the water droplet diameter was about
O.511l1ll . Defore th e test, t he clean wind turbine was run for about 15 minut es to
check the data. a cquisit ion system and that the wind turbin e machine itself was
ill normal opera ting conditions. Th e wind t urbine continu ed to rotate until about
·10 minutes after water spray was sta rted when a la.rge piece of ice, with a length
IIlmost half tha t of the blade length , shed off Iro,n one blade . T he sudden change
of mass O il tlt is blade caused high acceleration on the rotor and forced the tip brake
to release and the machin e was shut down for safety. Fig ure 5.6 shows t he ice
accumulat ion on the blades and a large piece of ice shed from one blade.
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5.2.2 Test R esults
Soon after the test , the ice-profile WI\S recorded ill one hliule se-ctiou O..l;J III away
from the blade tip.
T he wind veloci ty and power output from the wind turbine !luring 1I,.~ i ,.j ll~
event were recorded and a rc plotted in figure 5.; . Th e average power r-urve-for till'
Encrtech-4 4-40 wind turbine with a clean rotor is shown in figure 5.1'1; th is laUl'r
was recorded by the At lantic Wind Test Site ,
Power losses were prominent during the icing test. T hl" i\VI'ragl" power ol\lpul
at the beginning of tho test for the clean wind t urbine was abo ut 10 kW ,11111 litis
reduced to ncar zero after 16 minutes of icing. Power output reached about ..1 kW
just before the end of t he test. The negative means that not only dews lilt' wind
tu rbine lose t he driv ing torque from the wind. but also power IlN'(ls to Ill' ccusuun-d
from the utility grid to keep the machin e runn ing, Total loss of power occurred
due to the icing. T he sudden change ill the power output curve ill fi~url' ~u from
abou t -.5 kW to about -23 kW is because of the relea,<;(' of lhe tip brake.
After the icing test, the ice accretion was almost equally distri blllf'!l on tIll'
three blades, hut it was not uniform along each blade span hN'aUSI! of the limited
number of spray nozzles. Most of the ice accretion built up near to tile l('ading
edges ; the ice was transparent with blunt shapes. No icc accumulated over most nr
the suction side of the blades. The icc covered abou t one third of the pressure side
o f the blades along the cho rd length and was rough a nd soft as shown in figure ."i .!l.
The icing test showed tha Lfreezing rain can cause a blunt glaze icc format ion on
the leading edge of a wind tu rbine's blades as shown ill the figure 5.9. The icc dfcd
on the aerodynamic performance of the horizonta l ax is wind tu rbine was found lo
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cause it tola l loss in power absorbed from the wind by this mach ine in this wind
speed.
5.2 .3 Co mparison with Natural Icin g
A full scale wind turbine natural icing test was done by (lose [41].
A horizontal axis Windslrca m turbine was used. This t urbine had a 1.05 m
diameter rotor wlth two blad es made from wood and with uniform chord length .
It was installed at St. P hillips, Newfoundland for the period December 1990
to April Hl9l. Ice accretion shapes were measu red du ring na tura l freezing rain
events. Figure .5.10 shows a measured glaze ice profile at the blade radius fraction
r ill ~ 0.7.5. This result wa.~ obtained at 17;30 on 5th March 1991, after a glaze
icing event that had been incident since early in the morning; the low lying air
In comparison with this natural ice formalion , the simula ted glaze ice profile
~hoWNI a (IUantita tive variati on near to the leading edge because of the different
time durat ions between t he artificial and na tural icing tests. different geometri c
size of the blades and different value of liquid water content in the air (this was
higher in the natural icing test). Also, there were differences in the ice forma tion on
the pr essure side of t he blades due to the inte rmittent natu re of the impingeme nt
of water droplets on the blade s in the simulated icing tes t that arose because the
water was only sprayed out over a sector of the rotor disc area. These condit ions
also meant t~at there was a lower temperature on the surface of the ice accretion
because of the period during each blade rotation cycle when no water droplets were
incident. Thi s led to less motion of the water droplets on the surface of the blade
and a rough, soft ice accretion on the pressure side of t he blades formed. The test
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results show that the power loss from a horizontal -axis wind turbine during frl't'zing
rain events can be severe even if the time duration of the king event is short. 'l'he
ice formatio n from an artificial icing test was similar to that from naturally formed
icing on a wind turbine blade . f£ both these tests have the same t ime durat ion and
similar atmospheric condit ions. such as wind velocity, tem perature, liquid water
content in the air and dimension of the water droplet s, then th e res ults from an
artificial icing test would be expected to reflect real nat ural icc arcre tion on t he
blades or a wind turbine. Tota l power loss can result even with i\ ~ lIlall amount of
ice accretion .
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Figu re 5.1: Clock gauge tabl e for measurement of ice profile in cold room test s.
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Figure 5.2: Glaze ice profile at various blade secvlcus from wi d rcoru tests . ( ;1) .")
minutes time duration, (b) 15 minutes time duration.
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(b)
Figure 5.3: Ice dep osit s on th e blades of th e wind t urbine model afte r 15 min utes
icing test , (a) Front view, (b) Side view.
;8
Figure 5.4: Scene of icing test in the Atlan t ic Wind Test Site Inc..
Figure 5.5: Ice shape recorder .
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Figure 5.6: A view of ice accretion on the wind turbine's blades and a piece of ice
shed from one blade (left blade) after 40 minutes icing test .
TlIIlC {Sc COhdl)
Figure 5.7: Measured curves of wind speed and power output during the id ng test.
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Figure 5.8: EDertKh·40 power curve for clean rotor.
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Figure 5.9: Glaze ice profile recorded from the icing test , at O.H m away from the
blade lip after a 40 minute icing lest durat ion.
Figure 5.10: Ice accretion at the radius fraction r/ R == 0.71)of a Windst ream small
wind tu rbine, afte r a glaze icing event of several hours duration from Bose [411.
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Table 5.1: Clean blade section of the wind turbine model used in cold room tests.
T he X and Z coordinates are given in mrn. Section I: r/R =I , section 2: r/ R=.1/5.
sect ion 3: r/ R=3/5, section 4: r/R= 1/5.
Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 Section 4
X ZI~Ui~r Z• ., ZID"'o, Z" .. Z/DtJn. Z" .. ZID"'" Z••_.
0 15.95 16.4 17.11 17.79 18.75 19.14 20.45 20.93
1 15.86 16.83 17.54 19.42 19.34 21.25 21.34 24.18
2 15.72 16.88 17.37 19.51 19.15 21.50 20.95 24.84
4 15.52 16.93 17.00 19.67 18.58 22.51 19.78 24.64
6 15.17 16.68 16.61 19.64 18.09 21.53 18.62 24.08
8 14.98 16.55 16.36 19.75 17.58 21.52 17.47 23.30
10 14.62 15.99 15.89 19.24 17.05 21.28 16.20 21.83
12 14.34 14.93 15.52 18.79 16.53 2Q.93 15.04 20.18
14 15.18 18.23 15.95 20.32 13.82 17.98
16 14.75 17.35 15.49 19.80 12.65 15.66
18 14.42 16.46 15.00 19.02 11.88 13.51
18.5 11.l2 11.15
19 14.18 15.72
20 13.98 14.04 14.45 17.92
22 13.95 16.68
24 13.42 15.08
25 12.39 13.44
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Ta ble 5.2: k ed blade section s with icing time duration: 5 min. LWC: 1.679/1113.
temperature: _ 5°C and wind veloci ty: 4m/s . Section I: r/R=I . sect ion 2:
r/ R= 4/5. section 3: r/ R= 3/5 . section ·1: r/R= 1/5. (unit: mm ).
Sect ion 1 Secti on 2 Section 3 Section ·1
X(mm) Z'owet Z. .. ZI•."•• Z• .. Z/C>IJJt. Z. .. Zl"",.. Z•
-2 14.62
· 1.5 14.06
-I 15.2 13.6 16.52 12.52
-0.5 15.02 17.52 13.47 17.35 12.08 14.57 lLi·1
a 14.57 18.75 13.39 17,49 11.92 u.ss 10.30 12.16
0.5 14.12 17.08 12. 1 15.09 10.12 13.18
1 15,41 17.87 L4.31 17.02 12.57 15.24 9.96 13.94
2 16.09 14,48 17.40 12.72 14.44 10.32 15.60
3 16.21 14.69 17.74 12.83 16.18 11.1
4 16.18 14.65 18,08 13.24 16.64 12.07
5 15.94 15.00 18.44 13.39 17.14 12.64
6 16.58 15.39 18.74 13.79 17.62 12.97
~ 16.68 15.39 19.05 13.84 18.09 13.423 6.74 15.57 13.54 18,47 13.95~ ~6 78 15.77 13.70 18.92 14.50
~_ 16.15 15.68 13.69 19.28 15.15
1~ 11.01 15.87 15.25 19.61 15.08
12 17.18 16.30 15,32 16..58
13 17.35 16.35 15.30 11.01
14 16.54 15.65 11.38
15 16.10 16.00 18.53
16 16.78 16.16 19.35
17 17.15 16.35 19.74
18 17.18 16.60 19.74
19 17.22 16.86
20 17.68 17.53
21 17.64
?2 17.50
23 18.20
24 18.00
25 18.41
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Chapter 6
Discussion of Current Research
6.1 Format ion of Ice Acc retion on t he Blades
Two typical types of icc accre tion, known as rime and glaze ice, may exis t on wind
t urbine blades as described in chapter 2. Each of them forms a unique ice profile
around the leading edge and pressure side of the blade under certain atmosphe ric
conditions. Rime icc, shown in figure 1.2, usually happens when ambient temper-
ature and liquid water in the air is low and glaze ice, shown in figure 1.2 happens
when the temperature and liquid wate r content in the air is relat ively high.
Analys is shows [1,21that shapes of ice accretion are stro ngly governed by t he
ambien t temperatu re, quantity of supe rcooling of water droplets, liquid water con-
tent in the air and relati ve wind velocity. Higher amb ient te mpe rat ure can slow
tlowu the rate of heat convectio n and conduction between the accretion surf ace
and the air as illustrated in sectio n 2.4, which resu lts in decrease of release rate
of latent heal from the water droplets d uring nucleation. Decrease in amount of
supercoo ling of the water droplets ca n reduce the rate of nucleat ion as expressed
by equation 2.2. Droplet size ma y effect the rate of impingement of the droplets on
l,he blade because of their differe nt mome ntum; the bigger the drop let, the higher
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possibili ty of impingement on the blad e. A lar ger amount of liquid water content in
t he air requires more time to release latent heat and to exchange heat lime to Iul lll
t he icing process when the water droplet s imp inge on the blades. Due to the abov e
co nditions , th e temper ature of the ice accret ion surface mey he near 00 hd ore t he
next water droplet hits th e same ar ea and, the refore , t here ma y bo a po rtion of
th e unfroze n water droplets on the accret ion surface providing conditions for ruu
back and hence blunt or horn -like ice accretions form. These conditio ns arc usually
associated with glaze ice accretion that has low poros ity and is t ranspa rent.
Th e result ant wind veloc ity is also critica.l in ice formation. T he hi/otllcr till)
rel ative wind velo city, the h igher t he pressure gradie nt ncar th e stagnat ion point
at the lead ing edge of the blade. Thi s implies that th e unfrozen water d rol)lels ca n
run hack faster away from the leading edge ncar the st agnat ion point , :uHI this is
more likely to buil d blunt or horn -like ice accret ions. The results fro m llll' cold
room test shows t hat the t wo prot rusions become marc pronounced m-ar the hlad"
t ips, as illustrated in figure 5.2; a higher re lative wind velocit y is iocaterl il. ~ t l]('
blad e t ips.
Rime ice forms when the tem pe rat ure an d liquid water co ntent in the air ,U(~
lower. Thes e give t he cond itions that unfrozen water droplet s in the air are highly
su percooled and the water d roplet s can freeze immediatel y on impi ngement. Due
to very little freezing time required , water droplets freeze when and where t hey
arr ive on the blade surface and hence , rime ice accretion s arc more strea mlined ( SCl~
figur e 1.2).
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6.2 Performance Degradation of Iced Airfoil
Wind tunn el test s for a NASA LS(l )-0417 airfoil test s showed that sharp decrease
of lirl coefficient occurred below and in th e stall regions for the glaze iced Corms
tested and sharp increase of drag coefficients occurred for both glaze and rime iced
forms as shown in figures 4,9 to 4,14. Significant performa nce degradations were
encountered for glaze 1 and glaze 2 icing. Lift coefficient was almost destroyed in
glaze 1 icing over the angles of attack from 0° to 10' . The maximum drop of lift
coefficie nt Cor glaze 2 was 38% at 4" angle of at tac k. Increase of drag coefficients
occurred over t he full range of angles of attack (_ 6" to 90°) in both glaze and rime
k ing. The average increase in d rag coefficients over angles of atta ck from - 6' to
12° WI\.O; about 500% for glaze 1 icing, 180% for glaze 2 icing and 150% for rime
icing. The lift coefficients for the air foil with bot h glaze ice forms were higher than
tha t of t he clean airfoil after the stall region.
These results can be explained by flow theory. Basically, th e lift and drag
coefficients are two components of the resultant aerodynamic force exerted on an
airfoil. Thes e two forces result from the pressure distr ibution on the surface of the
airfoil and are governed by the velocity distrib ution around the airfoil. The velocity
profile in the boundary layer and t he rate of increase of boundar y layer t hickness
a round an airfoil depend on the pressure gradient in the direct ion of flow motion. If
th e pressure increases in t he direction of the main flow, the boundary layer t hickness
increases rapidly and the velocity profile in the bou ndary layer is distor ted. If this
pressure gradien t is large enough, t hen separation will occur followed by a region of
re vorsed now or reversed velocity profile. Th is is usually associated with increase
of pressure drag by changing th e pressure distribution around the blade section.
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In the case of glaze ice format ion, there are abrup t changes of til[' profile Il l ' 1\[ tilt'
leading edge and the airfoil is no longer stream lined , especially at large allglt,s of
attack. As the flow app roaches the icc horn, the flow separates from the ice surface
at the t ip of t he horn, and forms a separation bubble (hw to the adVt'rse pressure
gradient in the flow direction. If the angle of attack is low, the sl'parntL>t1 flow may
reattac h to the airfoil surface furt her back on the profile before it is shed Irom till'
airfoil, and the aerodynam ic propertie s are not changed significant ly. If lilt' glat:t'
ice accretion is heavy, severe flowseparation can occur even at low angles of attack.
When se parat ed flow can not reatt ach to the airfoil, the boundary layer remains
separated. Th is leads to a loss of circulat ion and results in a sha rp dcrrC'l\.'ll' in
lift , Also, the separat ion and distorted bou ndary layer, toget her with the Friction
of the rou gh ice sur face, result in significant increased drag. As the rime ice profile
tested did not severely distort the stre amlin ed shape of th e ai rfoil, its effect on the
aerodynam ic performan ce of the section was less than that of t he glaze ice accretions
tes ted. Th e expla nation of increase in lift coefficients after th e slall region for till:
iced airfo il is tha t the lift coefficients for different shaped airfoils are almos t tIll'
same at higher angles of a ttack [42J, which implies that the shape of ai rfoii is no
longer cr itical; the chord length of the ai rfoil was increased by thr. icc accret ion
on the lead ing edge, which resulted in an increase in total lift force exerted 011 the
airfoil.
6 .3 Evaluation of Power Losses by Icing
Calculati ons were made to estim ate power losses from a 2.5m diamcler Ilorizolltal
axis wind t urbine and a Carter WEC·23 horizontal a;-:- ;s wind turb ine under the rime
and glaze icing conditions that were simulated in chap ter 4. Rime ice accret ion Ilad
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a much less severe effect on the performance degradation of these wind turbines
than glaze ice accretion, even though the rime ice accretion WM heavy; this was
also shown by Seifert and Scholtz [31. The glaze ice forms reduced the power outp ut
from the wind turbine in a significant way. The force diagram in figure 3.4 shows
that t he ta ngential component of lift force acts in the direction of a wind tu rbine's
driving torque and tha t the drag force acts as a resistance torq ue. Glaze ice result s
ill a sharp increase in pressure drag and decrease ill lift and therefore, decrease in
the torque coefficients and power ratio for the wind tu rbines due to loss of driving
torque and increase of resistance torque. Power reduction from the wind turbine in
these conditions can he very severe.
Figures 3.6 t03 . Il shows the power ratio for the 2.5 m diameter and the Cart er-
2:1 wind turbi nes over lip speed ratios from 0.5 to 12.
Rime icing reduced power output from the 2.5 m diameter wind turbine by 49%
and from the Carter-23 wind turbine by 30%. Both glaze icing events destroyed the
aerodynamic performance of the wind turbines completely in this range of tip speed
ratio. As both the glaze icing events simulated lasted only about six minutes, t his
implies that atmospheric icing conditions may destr oy the performance of a wind
tu rbine significantly within a short time period.
T he theoretical predictions for power reduction from wind tur bines by glaze
icing on the blade were verified by a wind tu rb ine field icing test. Figure 5.7 shows
that power losses from an Enertech·40·44 wind tu rbine were prominent during the
icing lest . The average power outp ut at the beginning or the lest for the clean wind
turbine was about 10 kW and this reduced to near zero afte r 16 minutes of icing,
....lmost a 100% power loss at this icing event and at th is wind speed.
Finally, an example is given to show annual power losses from a wind tu rbine
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due to freezing precipitation. The assumptio n i ~ made that this Ca rt l'r-2:l wind
turbine is ins talled near to North Cape on Prince Edward Island, Canada. and ti ll'
average win d speed located at 30 m above the ground in t he winter ls 8..l 1Il f Sl' C (
data was from lite Atlanti c Wind Test Site) . Th c mean r('sil!('l1C(' tilll(' of rTl't·~.it1~
precip ita tion occurring near Summerside. Prince Edward Island is abou t 12 1 llr/yr
[81 . The power output frorll the Carte r-23 wind turb ine '\t th is wind spl't'd i ~ about
J10 kW. T herefore, the annu al power losses from this machine 111It' to glaze it"ilogis
about 13 MWHr!
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Chapter 7
Conclusions from the Research
This research !1I1S provided quantitative information on the effect s of icing on wind
turbine gene rators . Th is is important for t he usc of wind energy in high icing zones
of Canada, often the same areas where the wind energy resource is high.
This t hesis describes both experimental and theoretical analysis of icing effects
on horizonta l axis wind turb ines. Specifically, a wind turbine model was tested in
a cold room under icing condit ions, wind tunnel tests for an airfoil with different
simulated ice accretions were carried alit in a low speed wind tunnel and an icing
field lest was done for an Enertcch-40 ··1<l hori zontal axis wind turbine at the Atlantic
Wind Test Site. Numerical evaluations were made for the performance degradation
or a 2.5 m diameter horizontal axis wind tu rbine and a Carter WEC·23 wind turbine
as a result of icing on the ir blades.
Simulation of freezing rain event s and glaze icing was done on a small model
wind turbine rotor in a cold room. T he results showed that accreted ice shapes
changed progresslvely from the blade root to tip. Much more ice deposited at the
leading edge at the blade tip than at the root, where resultant relative wind speed
was higher and local rad ius in the leading edge or the blades was smal ler . T he
accreted ice at t he leading edge of the blades was more prominent and had blunt
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or horn-like sh apes in t he high ('r speed region nea r to t he hlatl,,' t illS. T Il(-'[l:1.uc'
ice acc retion with blun t or horn-like shapes occu rred ill atll1osplll'r ic conditions of
amb ien t tem perature elose to the frl."t'Zinp; poin t ; liquid Wl\tt'T eonrent in 11"" air
above 1.6g/ mJ ; largee water drop lets size and rd ati vdy high will<I :c[M"l'l.'l .
Wind tunnel tests were clone to obt ain coefficien ts of lin and .lrag {or a NASA
LS(I)-O-ll i wing sectio n with simulat ed ice acc retion at the ll'acling ('(Ige. n''liult:c
showed tha t perfo rmanc e degradarlc n for the airfoil by k ing i, lII~ "'c·re. Significant
performa nce deg radat ion WAS encounter ed for two ty pes of glaze accretion de-noll'.1
as glaze l and glaze2 icing . Lift coefficient was almost des troyed for glu.' I icing
in the rang e of the angles of at tack from O· 10 10· . T he maximum drop of lift
coefficient for glaze 2 was 38% at an angle or .' . . 1 1I f rri\.ll~ or drllg ('lw!lifi .'lIlll
occu rred during both glaze and rime icing over a full rllng!' or angle' or allack (rom
_ 60 to 90". The average of increase in drag cod li d l"ntll ove r angles o{ all M k (W ill
_ 60 to IT was about 500% {or glaze 1 icing . 180% ror glaze 2 k ing and 150% fur
rime icing. Th ese performance changes art' the main rl'a.'\Of1 {or power rrd urt ion
from wind tu rbines due to icin,!!;.
Theoret ical pe rforma nce predict ions were made (or a V i In diamete r and a
Carter ·23 horizon tal axis wind tu rbines with iced blades hy lI~in ,!!; lifti ng-lim: theory ,
These were two bladed ma chines. The power ou tp ut from th ese wind t urbinc~ were
reduced sign ificantly by glaze ieing. Ca lcula tio n results shewed tha t rime icinK
reduced power output (rom t he 2.5 m diameter wind turbine by ,19% and Irorn a.
Carte r-23 wind tu rbine by 30%, hilt glaze icing even ts dest royed tile ",:ro<lyniUTl ic
performance of t he wind t urb ines completely in th e fo1nge of tip speed ralio aS~lIrnclI
from 0.5 to 12. As bot h glaze icing even ts simul at ed wert: formed in an icin#; wind
tu nnel afte r only about six min utes , this imp lied t ha t atmospheric icing conditi ons
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willdest roy t he performa nce of 11.wind turbi ne seriously in a very short time period.
A full scale wind turb ine field icing test was dOM with a time duration of 40
minutes. The results show that tile average power output at the beginning of the
test for t he clean wind turbin e was about 10 kW and this reduced to near zero afte r
lf minutes of icing, t hat is almost a 100% power reduction.
Power loss from a horizontal-axis wind turbine during freezing rain events can be
very severe even if the urne durauon of the icing event is short . However, it is likely
that in conditions of heavy icing, the machines would be shut down automa tica lly
when sign ificant rotor vibration occurs; this results in furt her power reduct ion.
Due to high incidence of freezing precipitation in most Atlanti c and Coastal
regionsof Canada where the wind energy potential is high. st eps should be taken to
prevent wind t urbines from icing, especially from icing on the wind tur bine blades.
Design of wind turb ine blades which are insensitive to small scale ice accretions
would alleviate power losses. In heavy icing, however, deicing techniques for the
wind tu rbine blades might he used. The wind t urbine deicing device should he
cost cflecti-e to keep down the coat of energy produ ct ion from wind generators and
hence increase the competitiveness of wind energy technology in these cold regions.
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APPENDIX
Results of Wind Tunnel Calibration'
Al A2 A3 A4 AS A 6 8 1 8 2 B3 84 85 8 6
U 10 12 13 14 14 14 11 12 14 14 14 14
Tb 10 6 5 1.7 0.9 0.7 10 7 5 1.6 1 0.'
Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 0 1 D2 D3 0 4 0 5 D6
U 10 11 12 13 14 14 9 10 12 13 13 13
Tb 12 10 7 4 1 0.8 10 9 6 2.5 I 0.9
EI E2 E3 E4 E5 E 6 E7 Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7
U 8 9 10 11 13 13 13 8 10 12 13 13 13 13
Tb 16 16 15 12 7 4 3 17 13 8 5 3 1.6 I
0 1 02 G3 0 4 OS 06 0 7 HI H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H1
U 9 10 12 13 13 13 13 9 11 12 13 13 14 14
Tb 15 11 9 5 4 4 4 15 12 9 5 3 2 1
Note: 1.U is a local windspeed in the wind tunnel in m/sec;1b isa local turhulence in %
2. See figure 4.2 to locate each point in the tunnel crosssection
3. At centre point of the tunnel crosssection '0', U= 14 m/sec and Th=O.7%.
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